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ABSTRACT
Although voice conversion (VC) algorithms have achieved remark-
able success along with the development of machine learning, supe-
rior performance is still difficult to achieve when using nonparallel
data. In this paper, we propose using a cycle-consistent adversar-
ial network (CycleGAN) for nonparallel data-based VC training. A
CycleGAN is a generative adversarial network (GAN) originally de-
veloped for unpaired image-to-image translation. A subjective eval-
uation of inter-gender conversion demonstrated that the proposed
method significantly outperformed a method based on the Merlin
open source neural network speech synthesis system (a parallel VC
system adapted for our setup) and a GAN-based parallel VC sys-
tem. This is the first research to show that the performance of a
nonparallel VC method can exceed that of state-of-the-art parallel
VC methods.
Index Terms— Voice conversion, deep learning, cycle-consistent
adversarial network, generative adversarial network
1. INTRODUCTION
Voice conversion (VC) is a technique for modifying the speech sig-
nals of a source speaker to match those of a target speaker so that
it sounds as if the target speaker had spoken while keeping the lin-
guistic information unchanged [1, 2]. A major application of VC
is to personalize and create new voices for text-to-speech (TTS)
synthesis systems [3]. Other applications include speaking aid de-
vices that generate more intelligible voice sounds to help people
with speech disorders [4], movie dubbing [5], language learning [6],
singing voice conversion [7], and games.
The goal of VC is to find a mapping between the source and tar-
get speakers’ speech features. Vector quantization (VQ), a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM), or an artificial neural network (ANN) can be
used as a mapping function or as a modeling framework [8, 9, 10].
Since their parameters must be learned from a database, they are
corpus-based techniques. Depending on whether the training data
obtained from the source and target speakers consists of repetitions
of the same linguistic contents or not, VC can be categorized into
parallel and nonparallel systems. In parallel systems, the training
data for both speakers consists of the same linguistic content and
thus forms a parallel corpus. Since the acoustic features of the source
and target speaker that are similar will be closely related, they can be
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easily aligned, facilitating estimation of the mapping model param-
eters. As a result, parallel systems typically show high performance.
In nonparallel systems, the training data consists of different lin-
guistic content and thus forms a nonparallel corpus. Since linguistic
features are not shared, automatically matching the acoustic features
of the two speakers that are similar is more difficult. As a result,
the mapping model is harder to train, and performance is typically
worse than that of parallel systems. However, since any utterance
spoken by either speaker can be used as a training sample, if a non-
parallel VC system can achieve comparable performance, it will be
more flexible, more practical, and more valuable than parallel VC
systems. This is because nonparallel training data (no need for utter-
ing the same sentence set) can be easily collected from a variety of
sources such as YouTube videos. Moreover, it is impossible to build
a parallel data set if the source and target speakers speak different
languages or have different accents.
A potential way to improve the performance of nonparallel VC
systems is to use a cycle-consistent adversarial network (Cycle-
GAN) [11]. A CycleGAN is a type of generative adversarial net-
work (GAN) [12] originally developed for unpaired image-to-image
translation. The basic idea of a CycleGAN is that there exists an un-
derlying relationship between distributions, so a cycle-consistency
loss can be introduced to constrain part of the input information so
that it is invariant when processed throughout the network while
adversarial loss is used to make the distribution of the generated
data and that of the real target data indistinguishable. As a result,
the relationship between distributions can be learned using unpaired
data without directly matching similar features. Previous work [11]
using this method demonstrated that zebras in a photograph could
be converted into horses, winter into summer, and so on.
We have proposed a method that uses a CycleGAN to improve
the performance of nonparallel VC systems. When a CycleGAN-
based VC is being trained, each discriminator of the CycleGAN can
be thought of as a judge who distinguishes whether an input is from
a source speaker or from the target speaker. At the same time, its
generators strive to confuse the discriminator while maintaining the
linguistic information of the source speaker. This competition en-
ables the generators to convert the speech of a speaker into that of
another speaker. Subjective experiments demonstrated the effective-
ness of the proposed method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains
differences between the proposed method and previous ones. Sec-
tion 3 gives a brief explanation of a CycleGAN. Section 4 describes
CycleGAN-based nonparallel VC. Sections 5 and 6 present the ex-
perimental setup and results, respectively. Section 7 discusses the re-
sults and analyzes some limitations of the proposed method. Finally
Section 8 summarizes the key points and mentions future work.
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2. RELATEDWORK
In this section, we discuss the differences between the proposed non-
parallel VC method and several related parallel and nonparallel VC
methods.
2.1. Related parallel VC methods
Among the related parallel VC methods, the one proposed by
Stylianou et al. [9] uses a GMM as the mapping model, in which
the features of the source and target speakers that are similar are
paired using a joint vector that represents the relationships between
the two speakers. It is used by the GMM for parameter training.
Toda et al. [13] improved this GMM-based method by incorporating
the consideration of dynamic features and global variance. Desai et
al. [14] used a feed forward neural network (NN) as the mapping
model, in which the features that are similar are paired and serve as
input and supervisor signals for parameter training. To capture more
context, Sun et al. [15] extended the feed forward NN to bidirec-
tional long short-term memory (BLSTM) [16] and achieved better
performance. GANs have recently been shown to be an effective
training method and have been used for NN-based VC. Kaneko et
al. [17] applied a GAN to sequence-to-sequence VC and demon-
strated that the use of GAN-based training criteria outperforms the
use of traditional mean squared error (MSE)-based training criteria.
In short, the previous parallel VC methods require that the fea-
tures of the two speakers that are similar be aligned and paired for
training of the mapping model. However, the alignment is not al-
ways true [3], so new errors may be introduced. In contrast, our
proposed method does not require parallel training data and does not
require alignment.
2.2. Related nonparallel VC methods
A number of nonparallel VC methods have been developed, and they
can be roughly split into two types: feature-pair searching and indi-
viduality replacement. The feature-pair searching methods match
the feature pairs of the source and target speakers that are simi-
lar and thus can learn a conversion model using a parallel training
method. For example, Ye and Young [18] used a hidden Markov
model (HMM)-based speech recognizer to gather phone informa-
tion on the basis of a given or recognized transcription. They then
matched the pairs of similar features by using HMM state indices.
There are also feature-pair-based methods that do not rely on pho-
netic or linguistic information, such as INCA, presented by Erro et
al. [19]. Their method iteratively looks for nearest neighbor feature
pairs between the source and target speaker while also iteratively
updating the conversion model to progressively improve matching
to the target speaker. By incorporating the consideration of context
and both source-to-target and target-to-source conversion during it-
erative search, Benisty et al. [20] achieved further improvement.
The individuality replacement methods are based on the as-
sumption that a segment of speech can be split into linguistic and
speaker identity components so as to achieve conversion by replac-
ing the speaker identity component. To represent speaker identity,
Song et al. [21] adapted a GMM from a pre-prepared background
model using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach. Nakashika
et al. [22] proposed a more accurate method in which an adaptive
restricted Boltzmann machine uses weights composed of both com-
mon weights and speaker identity weights. These weights can be
estimated from data obtained from multiple speakers. Hsu et al. [23]
proposed a replacement method in which a conditional variational
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a CycleGAN. G and F are generators; DX and
DY are discriminators. X and Y are the real distributions, and Yˆ
and Xˆ represent the corresponding generated distributions, respec-
tively.
autoencoder (C-VAE) and Wasserstein GAN (W-GAN) [24] are
combined. The encoder of the C-VAE is used to generate a phonetic
distribution while the decoder generates the target speech features
by combining the distribution and speaker identity. The W-GAN
distinguishes whether an input is from the target speaker or not.
Compared to these previous nonparallel VC methods, our pro-
posed method is more straightforward. In that sense, the method of
Hsu et al. is the most similar to ours as it uses a GAN to generate
features similar to those of the target. Our method differs in that
it does not split the linguistic information from the source speaker.
Instead, part of the linguistic information is assumed to be invariant
when processed throughout the network.
3. CYCLE-CONSISTENT ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
A CycleGAN consists of two generators (G and F ) and two discrim-
inators (DX andDY ), as shown in Figure 1. GeneratorG serves as a
mapping function from distributionX to distribution Y , and genera-
tor F serves as a mapping function from Y toX . The discriminators
aim to distinguish between the real and generated distributions, i.e.,
DX distinguishes X from Xˆ = F (Y ), and DY distinguishes Y
from Yˆ = G(X). The goal of this model is to learn the mapping
functions given training samples {xi}Ni=1 ∈ X and {yj}Mj=1 ∈ Y .
To this end, two types of loss are defined as optimization objec-
tives: adversarial loss and cycle-consistency loss. The adversarial
loss makes X and Xˆ or Y and Yˆ as similar as possible while the
cycle-consistency loss guarantees that an input xi (or yj) can retain
its original form after passing through the two generators. By com-
bining these losses, a model can be learned from unpaired training
samples, and the learned mappings are able to map an input xi (or
yj) to a desired output yj (or xi). Note that there are two cycle map-
ping directions in this model: X → Yˆ → Xˆ and Y → Xˆ → Yˆ .
This means that the two mappings can be learned simultaneously. To
distinguish between the directions, the former is defined as forward
cycle consistency, and the latter is defined as backward cycle con-
sistency. Details of the optimization objectives are described below.
For the adversarial loss, the objective function for mapping G
and the corresponding discriminator DY is defined as
LGAN (G,DY , X, Y ) = Ey∼pdata(y)[logDY (y)]
+ Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1−DY (G(x)))], (1)
where E means expectation. Strictly speaking, the second term on
the right has expectation with respect to not only x but also latent
variable z, but we omit z from the formulation to simplify the nota-
tion. The objective function for F andDX has a similar formulation:
LGAN (F,DX , Y,X). During training, G and F try to minimize
these two objective functions while at the same time DY and DX
try to maximize them. The cycle-consistent loss function is analo-
gous to the objective function of an autoencoder, which minimizes
the difference between the input and output to reconstruct the input
from the output. Thus, the cycle-consistent loss is defined as
Lcyc(G,F ) = Ex∼pdata(x)[‖F (G(x))− x‖1]
+ Ey∼pdata(y)[‖G(F (y))− y‖1], (2)
where ‖ · ‖1 means L1 norm. The full objective function combines
the adversarial and cycle-consistent losses:
L(G,F,DX , DY ) = LGAN (G,DY , X, Y )
+ LGAN (F,DX , Y,X)
+ λLcyc(G,F ), (3)
where λ controls the relative importance of the two losses. Finally,
the model parameters are estimated by solving the following equa-
tion using the back propagation algorithm.
G∗, F ∗ = argmin
G,F
max
DX ,DY
L(G,F,DX , DY ) (4)
In practice, since the least squares loss is more stable than the
negative log likelihood when conducting back propagation, LGAN
can be rewritten as LLSGAN [25], e.g.,
LLSGAN (G,DY , X, Y ) = Ey∼pdata(y)[(DY (y)− 1)2]
+ Ex∼pdata(x)[DY (G(x))
2]. (5)
4. NONPARALLEL VC BASED ON CYCLEGAN
Figure 2 shows an overview of our CycleGAN-based nonparallel
voice conversion system. Voice conversion is achieved by extract-
ing, converting, and then synthesizing the speech features. The mel-
cepstrum, fundamental frequency (F0), and aperiodicity bands are
the speech features used here. As shown in the figure, these com-
ponents are converted separately. To facilitate mel-cepstrum con-
version, it is first split into two sub-components: higher order and
lower order. The former corresponds to the spectral fine structure,
and the latter corresponds to the spectral envelope. We assume that
the higher-order cepstral coefficients do not carry much speaker in-
formation since the corresponding parts of the mel-cepstrum always
exhibit little change. Therefore, we directly copy these coefficients
as part of the converted speech’s features. The lower-order cepstral
coefficients are known to clearly reflect linguistic information and
speaker identity. As such, we focus the efforts of the CycleGAN
on the conversion of this particular component. For F0 conversion,
the source speaker’s log F0 is linearly transformed by equalizing the
mean and the standard deviation of the target speaker’s log F0, a
widely used method in the VC area [15]. The aperiodicity compo-
nent is directly copied when synthesizing the converted speech since
it has no significant effect on the speaker characteristics of the syn-
thesized speech [26].
For CycleGAN-based VC, X and Y correspond respectively to
the distributions of the source and target speaker features (i.e., only
the lower-order mel-cepstrum coefficients here). Therefore, train-
ing samples {xi}Ni=1 ∈ X and {yj}Mj=1 ∈ Y are collections of the
mel-cepstral coefficients extracted from each frame of the source or
target speaker’s speech data included in a mini-batch. For each iter-
ation of the back propagation, we randomly draw a mini-batch from
a training dataset and compute Eq. 4.
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Fig. 2. Overview of CycleGAN-based nonparallel voice conversion
system.
5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We compared the performance of our proposed CycleGAN-based
nonparallel VC with those of two parallel VC methods (baselines) in
terms of speech quality and speaker similarity by conducting a sub-
jective evaluation. The first baseline method was based on the Mer-
lin [27] open source neural network speech synthesis system from
the University of Edinburgh. A part of its configuration was modified
as described in subsection 5.2 and other hyper-parameters were same
as baseline of the Voice Conversion Challenge (VCC) 2016. With
this setup, we achieved similar performance to the VCC2016 base-
line. The second baseline method was a GAN [25]-based method,
where the MSE criteria was additionally used to help training the
model. All three methods performed inter-gender conversion, i.e.,
female-to-male and male-to-female conversions. The statistical sig-
nificance analysis was based on an unpaired two-tail t-test with a
95% confidence interval and Holm-Bonferroni compensation for the
3-way system comparison.
5.1. Database and speech feature
We used the ALAGIN Japanese Speech Database [28] Set B. This
database contains data from ten speakers, but we used the data for
only one male speaker (MTK) and one female speaker (FKN). There
were ten sub-datasets (indexed A to J) for each speaker, and the cor-
responding utterance sets had the same index. Subsets A to D of
the two speakers (i.e., 200 utterances/speaker) were used to create a
parallel dataset for training of the baseline methods. Subsets A to D
of the male speaker and subsets E to H of the female speaker were
used to create a nonparallel dataset (i.e., 200 utterances/speaker) for
the proposed method. We used subset I (50 utterances) for both the
proposed and baseline methods for testing. Although the database
contains transcriptions, we did not use them.
The audio data were sampled at 20 KHz with a bit depth of
16 bits. The mel-cepstrum, F0, and aperiodicity bands were ex-
tracted using the WORLD [29] and speech signal processing toolk-
its (SPTK) [30]. The number of mel-cepstrum dimensions was set
to 49: the first 25 were used as the lower order component, and the
last 24 were used as the higher order component. To capture context,
the first and second derivatives of the mel-cepstrum were used. As
a result, 75-dimension feature vectors were created for learning the
conversion models (i.e., 25 for each the statics, first derivative and
second derivative). The features of the parallel datasets were aligned
using dynamic time warping (DTW) while the nonparallel dataset
did not undergo any matching pre-process.
5.2. Network structure, training and conversion setup
The network structure of the Merlin-based baseline conversion
model and generators as well as the discriminators of the GAN and
the CycleGAN was a six-layer feed forward NN. The number of
neurons in each hidden layer was 128, 256, 256, or 128. A sigmoid
was used as the activation function for all hidden units. Both the
GAN baseline and CycleGAN methods were implemented on the
TensorFlow framework [31]. The default learning rate was set to
0.001 (0.0001 when updating the discriminators). Mini-batches
were constructed from 128 randomly selected frames. The number
of epochs was set to 60 for the Merlin baseline method and to 400
for the GAN and CycleGAN methods. The λ in Eq. 3 was set to
10 when training the CycleGAN. Maximum likelihood parameter
generation (MLPG) [32] and post-filtering [33] were conducted to
generate smooth speech parameters.
5.3. Subjective evaluation setup
A total of 300 (= 50 utterances × 3 methods × 2 genders) con-
verted utterances were compared with the corresponding natural ref-
erence utterance in terms of speech quality and speaker similarity.
Both metrics were evaluated on a 1-to-5 Likert mean opinion score
(MOS) scale. The evaluation was carried out by means of a crowd-
sourced web-based interface. The evaluators were first shown a web
page on which they input their gender and age. They were then each
asked to rate sets of 12 utterances randomly selected from the 300
utterances. They were limited to rating a maximum of six sets so
that they would not become complacent about. Although they were
able to play each sample utterance as many times as they wanted,
they had to completely play the audio samples and answer all the
questions displayed on the web page for their evaluations to be con-
sidered in the evaluation. A total of 110 evaluators produced a total
of 7200 data points, which is equivalent to 24 evaluations per utter-
ance.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As shown in Table 1, the proposed CycleGAN-based nonparallel VC
method achieved significantly better performance than the parallel
VC baseline methods in terms of both average speech quality and
speaker similarity. This suggests that a nonparallel VC method with
a CycleGAN can achieve performance superior to that of state-of-
the-art parallel VC methods.
We noticed that there was no improvement achieved by the pro-
posed method in terms of male-to-female conversion compared to
the GAN-based method. We also noticed that the male-to-female
conversion had lower speaker similarity scores than the female-to-
male one for all methods. One possible reason is F0 mismatch due
to using only the global mean and standard deviation of the target
speaker’s training data during conversion, and the female speaker’s
F0 was highly variant in time. Another possible reason is the use
of insufficient components of the mel-cepstrum (the first 25 dimen-
sions) for conversion to a female voice. To further improve conver-
sion performance, F0 should be learned together with the conversion
model, and the dimensions of the mel-cepstrum should be appropri-
ately selected.
7. DISCUSSION
The proposed nonparallel VC method outperformed the parallel VC
baseline methods for two possible reasons. One is that DTW was
not conducted and no additional errors were introduced. In addi-
tion, we found some heteronyms in the training datasets. This would
have further introduced matching errors for the parallel VC baseline
methods but would not affect the nonparallel VC method. Another
Table 1. Perceptual evaluation results on MOS scale for speech
quality and speaker similarity. “CycleGAN” denotes proposed non-
parallel VC method and “GAN” and “Merlin-based baseline” de-
note the two baseline methods based on parallel VC. “F→M” and
“M→F” indicate female-to-male and male-to-female conversion, re-
spectively.
METHOD QUALITY SIMILARITY
CycleGAN F→M 2.89 2.53
(Nonparallel VC) M→F 2.50 1.76
AVG. 2.69 2.15
GAN F→M 2.20 2.26
(Parallel VC) M→F 2.51 1.79
AVG. 2.36 2.02
Merlin-based F→M 1.37 1.52
baseline M→F 1.52 1.38
(Parallel VC) AVG. 1.45 1.45
possible reason is that the proposed CycleGAN-based nonparallel
VC method can use any frame pairs for training the neural network
whereas the standard parallel VC method uses only aligned paired
frames (obtained via DTW).
Although the learned CycleGAN is well able to convert a
speaker’s voice into the voice of another speaker, it is sometimes
unable to strictly guarantee that the linguistic information of the
converted speech is the same as that of the source speech. For exam-
ple, a phoneme /a:/ may be converted into /I:/, and silence and voice
may be exchanged in the converted speech signal in the worst case.
This is because the mapping functions are not explicitly constrained
to keep the linguistic information invariant between the input and
output (CycleGAN only strictly constrains the linguistic informa-
tion to be invariant when the input information passes through the
two “connected” mapping functions). Therefore, the source speech
sometimes might be mapped to an unexpected phone’s distribution
represented by a discriminator. However, we noticed that a good
model that is able to keep the linguistic information can be learned
when the random seed is well selected. In our implementation,
the random seed was a hyper-parameter used to generate random
values for model parameter initialization and training data shuffling.
Therefore, it is very important to strictly constrain the converted
voice linguistic information to be invariant.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have developed a high-quality nonparallel VC method based on
a CycleGAN. We compared the proposed method with two state-of-
the-art parallel VC methods, one based on a Merlin system and the
other based on a GAN. In an inter-gender conversion experiment,
the proposed nonparallel method performed significantly better in
terms of speech quality and speaker similarity than the two parallel
methods.
Future work includes developing a method for strictly constrain-
ing the linguistic information to be invariant for CycleGAN. We also
plan to further improve the speech quality and speaker similarity and
to compare our method with others using dataset of the Voice Con-
version Challenge.
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